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Introduction
BMe Community is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that
helps build caring and prosperous communities inspired by
Black men. It is a growing community of engaged Black men
and other community-builders. We recognize Black men as
assets to society, and invite people of all race, sex, and gender
to work together to create prosperous communities in a variety
of areas, including youth development, entrepreneurship,
financial literacy, public health, violence prevention, strategies
for successful re-entry, and protecting the environment, just to
name a few.
BMe Leaders are inspired Black male owners, doers and
builders who join BMe on its quest to build more caring and
prosperous cities. They lead by example and work with others
for the common good, ultimately helping to change our cities’
futures for the better. Each BMe Leader receives grant funding,
along with opportunities to network and collaborate with other
Leaders and partners within the BMe Community.
We hope you will take a moment to get to know these BMe
Leaders on the following pages, and we invite you to link to our
uplifting network by texting ‘Brother’ to 96000. It’s that easy to
stay inspired!
Congratulations to the 2014 BMe Leaders!
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MUNIR BAHAR

Criminal Justice and Reentry

Health and Wellness; Mentoring and Youth
Development

Attorney Chaz Arnett uses his Harvard
education and technology to protect young
people from court and police abuse.

Munir Bahar leads others to stop violence
by helping them to overcome negative selfimages and lack of self-esteem.

Chaz, a graduate of both Morehouse
College and Harvard University Law School,
represents kids in the courtroom who
could not otherwise protect themselves.
He is currently developing an app that
will empower families to report police
misconduct.

Munir spent his teen years re-entering and
exiting the criminal justice system, and
now leads several anti-violence initiatives
in Baltimore, MD. He is the founder of
COR Fitness, a mentorship program that
mobilizes black boys to become builders
of their communities. His leadership
in Baltimore’s anti-violence movement
inspired the annual 300 Men March.

chaz.arnett@gmail.com
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CHAZ ARNETT

Chaz is active in Harvard’s Black Law
Students Association. As part of his personal
mission, he develops mentorship and
education programs in inner cities. His more
recent projects include a street law program
and a school-to-prison pipeline project.
Arnett believes that parents and families
play an important role inside and outside the
courtroom and engages families throughout
the process.

INSPIRE

mbahar@corcommunity.com
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DAMION COOPER

MICHAEL FRANKLIN
Health and Wellness, Education, Mentoring and
Youth Development

Damion Cooper uses his startling life’s
story to teach lessons of forgiveness and
redemption via mentorship.

Michael Franklin educates students away
from racism, and homophobia and toward
better health and wellness in Baltimore City
Public Schools.

Today, as Director of Neighborhood
Constituent Relations for the Baltimore City
Council, Cooper is an advocate for young
people inside and outside the criminal
justice system. He is also a youth minister
and martial arts trainer at the Warlords
Academy.

CONTACT

damionjcooper@gmail.com
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Health and Wellness, Mentoring and Youth
Development, Criminal Justice and Reentry

While mentoring a young person in prison, he
discovered that his mentee was the assailant
who shot him years earlier. This inspired
him to create lessons on forgiveness and
redemption through mentorship.

INSPIRE

Mike breaks down barriers between young
people with conversations surrounding race,
class, gender, sexuality, and power. He says
that by creating a safe space infrastructure,
important discussions can take place on the
cultural realities surrounding Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) youth.

michael.b.franklin.jr@gmail.com
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PRESTON GREENE
Economic Opportunity, Health and Wellness,
Mentoring and Youth Development
Preston Greene reminds us that retirees are
dynamic builders and innovators too.
Preston Greene is not your typical
‘retired’ citizen. He fights for equitable
food development, creates technology for
neighborhood development and recently
recruited a grocery store to a community
that was once a “food desert”.

CONTACT
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FAGAN HARRIS

Economic Opportunity, Education, Mentoring
and Youth Development, Criminal Justice and
Reentry
Fagan Harris demonstrates the benefit of
investing in education for all of Baltimore’s
children.
Fagan Harris, a Rhode Scholar who was once
placed in special education, is reshaping the
way local businesses and philanthropies
cultivate homegrown talent through his
Baltimore Corp Fellows enterprise.

Preston is President of the Northwest
Development Roundtable, a coalition of
community residents and several Baltimore
neighborhoods fighting for equitable
development. He says that recruiting the
market to his community took 15 years. His
determination led to the creation of more
than 200 new jobs in the community.

A
Stanford
graduate,
leader
and
entrepreneur, Fagan believes Baltimore’s
talent should be developed for Baltimore’s
benefit. As a child he was placed in special
education classes even though he clearly can
and has excelled academically. Fagan’s life
illustrates that such undervaluing of young
people’s potential undermines Baltimore’s
prosperity.

pgreene@howardparkca.org

fgn132@gmail.com
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LANCE LUCAS

Criminal Justice and Reentry

Economic Opportunity, Education, Mentoring
and Youth Development

Walter spent 46 years of his life fighting
the criminal justice system as a victim of
wrongful conviction. He chooses to use his
experience to empower his community and
advocate on the side of justice.
Walter, while he was still in prison, founded
the Maryland Restorative Justice Initiative
(MRJI), a collection of profiles of men and
women who made mistakes as teenagers,
redeemed themselves, but remain behind
bars at the taxpayer’s expense. And as Chair
of the Unger Advisory Committee, he serves
as transition support for those released
from prison this year. He serves to organize
thousands of volunteers, inmates, and their
families to advocate against “Life Means
Life” policies, as well as for policies that are
supportive of returning citizens, not punitive.

CONTACT

waltermandalalomax@hotmail.com
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WALTER LOMAX
Walter Lomax responds to injustice by
restoring justice.

INSPIRE

Lance Lucas believes black males—and their
talents beyond sports and entertainment—
are “America’s greatest secret.”
Lance overcame homelessness and poverty
by teaching himself how to operate and
program computers. Today, he offers a youth
mentorship program to future computer
programmers and software engineers.
He is the Founder of Digit All Systems, a
program that has partnered with more
than 60 schools in the area. He facilitated
the donation of over 3,500 computers to
organizations and inner city schools in need
and has trained more than 10,000 students
in computer programming. His students and
mentees have job offers from companies that
include Verizon, Boeing, NSA, Constellation
Energy, and Cyber Point.

llucas@digitallsystems.org
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LEDAMIEN MYERS

CHRIS WILSON

Economic Opportunity; Health and Wellness;
Education; Mentoring and Youth Development

Economic Opportunity

LeDamien Myers reached his career goals
and now gives young people the abilities to
do the same.

Chris Wilson is a force for economic
opportunity in Baltimore despite being
sentenced to life in prison.

LeDamien Myers, a former physician, left
the medical community to help young people
of color find opportunities as medical and
health professionals. He established a
biomedical program at Western High School
and will expand the program to schools
across the city.

As a 17-year-old, Chris Wilson was sentenced
to life for murder. Today, he’s a full-time
scholarship student, director of workforce
development for a community organization
and owner of two social enterprises that
employ marginalized local residents.

LeDamien was raised by a teen mother who
supported him in his journey to become
the first male college graduate in four
generations. Today, he inspires young people
to pursue careers in Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math.

Chris provides local residents with the skills
to meet the needs of the hiring community.
He runs a community business school for
local “below-market” entrepreneurs. Wilson
also created a “low-tech” incubator for
brick-and-mortar businesses that employ
local residents.

lkmyers@bcps.k12.md.us

chriswilson599@gmail.com
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GREG ANDERSON

ODIS BELLINGER

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Mentoring and Youth Development

Greg Anderson teaches leaders to be
mentors and teaches mentees to be builders
of communities.

Odis Bellinger goes beyond his place of
worship to give young people strong father
figures.

Greg Anderson, after serving a prison
sentence for nine years, runs an after-school
program called Project Next Level. The
program is a proactive approach to preparing
young people for the future demands of
higher education, financial intelligence, and
career readiness.

Odis Bellinger, a Detroit native, created the
Male Responsibility Leadership Program in
an effort to advance his volunteer outreach
and support young men inside and outside
his place of worship.

Greg believes it is his role to replicate
models of mentorship and bring awareness
to the role mentors play in strengthening the
foundation of communities.

CONTACT

raisethemupllc@gmail.com
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The program is a community-based support
program used to develop the skills needed to
help young men take charge of their lives. As
part of the program, Odis conducts violenceprevention and anti-bullying workshops that
empower young men—many of whom live
in single-parent homes—with the tools to
be inspirational role models and builders of
communities.

odis@buildingbettermen.org
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LLOYD CREWS

BRYANT GEORGE

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Dr. Lloyd Crews went from an unmotivated
student to a highly effective student
motivator.

Bryant George went from being a student to
being the force behind Madonna University’s
black male recruitment and retention.

Lloyd Crews, who grew up on the east side
of Detroit and once struggled to motivate
himself to complete school, is the Founder
of the “Man Up” mentorship program at
Oakland Community College.

Bryant George, a first-generation college
graduate, is Founder and Director of the
Bridging Lost Gaps (BLG) program. BLG
serves to improve college enrollment,
retention, and the graduation rates of
African American male students at Madonna
University.

“Man Up” is a 12-week service program for
male high school students. The program
motivates young black men to complete
high school and transition into college
life. Participants come to campus one
day a week to complete a college course.
Students also participate in seminars on
personal finance, health & wellness, healthy
relationships, diversity, career exploration
and entrepreneurship.

CONTACT

chenier01@gmail.com
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The strategic recruitment and retention
efforts encourage African American high
school senior male students throughout
their pursuit of a four-year degree. Bryant
says it was support from a personal mentor
in addition to academic support on-campus
that helped him to become the first fouryear graduate in his family. The structure of
the BLG program offers students personal,
financial, and academic support.

blgeorge@madonna.edu
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DAVID NELSON, JR.

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Health and Wellness, Education, Mentoring and
Youth Development

Brandon Jackson bridges young people to a
shot at the Ivy Leagues.

David Nelson has dedicated his life to
protecting others from HIV.

Brandon Jackson, the Founder of The
Greatness Camp Black Male Scholar
(GCBMS) program, has helped to send five
deserving young men to Ivy League summer
programs.

David Nelson, who was diagnosed as HIV
positive eight years ago, will open an HIV
awareness center for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender young people in Detroit.

greatnesscamp@gmail.com
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BRANDON JACKSON

His camp serves to fill the gaps between the
educational system and underrepresented
students. He holds the powerful accountable
and
involves
educators,
faith-based
organizations, community leaders, and
pre-college programs throughout the
preparatory process.

INSPIRE

David learned of his diagnosis shortly after
his 18th birthday. Since that day, he has been
determined to increase awareness of the
very real risks surrounding HIV.

davidnelson@e-kick.org
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JACOB RAYFORD

DARRYL REDMOND

Economic Opportunity, Mentoring and Youth
Development

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Jacob Rayford weaves together networks
of Detroit natives and other entrepreneurs,
foodies, and an occasional engineer.

Darryl Redmond reaches teenagers through
a powerful restorative justice practice called
“listening to them.”

Jacob “Jay” Rayford, an engineer and
proud Detroit native, organizes networking
opportunities that help to demystify the path
to success. He is Founder of Social Sushi
Detroit, a networking event that takes place
downtown.

Darryl Redmond, a Detroit native, facilitates
restorative practice sessions at high schools
in the city of Detroit. He believes conflicts
are minimized when teenagers have an
opportunity to express how they feel and
communicate their situations.

In an effort to create exposure for
opportunity, Jay organizes network events
to connect Detroit natives with opportunities
for homegrown success. Rayford also
organizes roundtable events and health
awareness activities with Healthy Detroit
and the Detroit Food Academy.

He understands that young people are
looking for someone who cares about them
to listen. Darryl recognizes that few students
were granted access to supportive families
during this vulnerable life stage. He believes
mentors like him have the opportunity to be
the support young people need.

symbol313@gmail.com

darrylgeorgan@yahoo.com
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SID TAYLOR

WILLIE WOOD

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Sid Taylor, a Vietnam Veteran, is still serving
his country in profound ways.

Willie Wood tells inspiring stories of powerful
people and how you can become one too.

He is the Founder of the Real Life 101 program
and believes in redirecting investments
toward education, not incarceration.

As a teacher, he produces videos that feature
the true stories of local and state government
leaders. These videos help young people to
see the very real life experiences that inspire
successful men and women to be builders in
their communities.

Real Life 101 has awarded more than
$1.2 million in scholarships to inner-city
African American men. The program has
also distributed 1,500 laptop computers,
software and computer bags to students.
He has also connected local students with
mentors who best support their higher
education endeavors. The program currently
serves 23 schools in 10 states.

CONTACT

staylor580@aol.com
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Willie’s personal mission is to inspire young
people to become college graduates, lifelong learners, and productive citizens in
society. His supportive network includes:
Michigan senators, community leaders and
university presidents.

aspiretogohigher@gmail.com
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DAMON HOLLEY

JAMAR IZZARD

Health and Wellness, Education, Mentoring and
Youth Development

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Damon Holley has Philadelphians dancing in
the streets for education and mentoring.

Jamar Izzard is showing adults the way to
continued education via reality TV.

Damon Holley, a hip hop choreographer,
dancer,
mentor,
and
U.S.
cultural
ambassador, is also the Founder of Project
Positive. The crew organizes an afterschool program that inspires young people
to be artists and changemakers in their
communities.

Jamar Izzard, a radio personality native to
Philadelphia, is truly leading by example.
The local celebrity will launch an online
web series called “Izzo Back to School,”
which will inspire adults and young people to
continue their education.

Damon’s hip hop crew performs in the streets
of Philadelphia and at various locations in
the tri-state area. The money they raise from
these performances funds weekly hip hop
dance workshops at the local recreational
centers in west Philadelphia.

CONTACT

dinksworth@gmail.com
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Izzard says he faced many of the same
challenges that inner-city African American
youth and men still face today and aims to
help inspire change across generations via
the reality TV series.

izzoyaknow@gmail.com
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JEFFREY JONES

YOUSSEF KROMAH

Economic Opportunity, Education, Mentoring
and Youth Development

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Jeffrey Jones leads boys and men to
overcome both addiction and despair by
example.

Youssef Kromah turns pain into poetry and
gives young people the skills to cope and
communicate.

Jeff Jones is the founder of Greater Days
Ahead. The program offers encouragementbased mentorship to young people and their
families.

When his best friend was murdered, Youssef
Kromah used poetry as therapy. He now uses
poetry to educate youth on how to use writing
to develop their own voice and advocate for
themselves.

Though alcoholism plagued his family and
he is a recovered alcoholic, Jeff transformed
his life in an effort to encourage and inspire
young people to become changemakers and
community builders. He currently serves as
a role model to dozens of young people and
families throughout Philadelphia.

CONTACT

greaterdaysahead@gmail.com
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Youssef has lost twelve of his closest friends
to gun violence and the rest to incarceration.
While he “made it out the hood,” he still
dedicates his life to giving others a chance
to do the same via the Writers Matter (WM)
program. WM is a motivational strategy
which encourages students to share their
stories, listen to other voices, and develop
interpersonal communication. The program
fosters a nurturing environment, stronger
teacher-student relationships, and effective
classroom management.

seff.alafriqi@gmail.com
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MIKE O’BRYAN

Mentoring and Youth Development

Health and Wellness, Education, Mentoring and
Youth Development

Will Little gives families an unexpected
resource for well-being – the ability to write
poetry.

Mike O’Bryan serves as an advocate for
youth rights and social change in underserved communities.

Life after incarceration inspired Will Little
to launch a family-oriented workshop that
empowers individuals to use poetry to
make life’s challenges approachable so that
important conversations and change can
take place.

He has provided extensive thought leadership
at the intersection of: Arts for youth, health
& wellness, and community development in
Philadelphia. Michael is Music Department
Coordinator / Music Director of The New
Freedom Theatre and Co-Chair of The City
of Philadelphia’s Youth Point-In-Time Count
Coalition, the city’s official effort to count
and identify homeless unaccompanied youth
ages 12-24.

littwilli@aol.com
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WILL LITTLE

Will founded the Poetree N Motion family
mentorship program and, as a result of
his influence, has personally performed
for several celebrities. He is an artist who
appears regularly at community events and
was recently featured on NBC News and Fox
29. His story of redemption is the inspiration
for a reality TV series.

INSPIRE

He received a 2013 Mobilize.org grant to
launch his youth-based nonprofit media
publishing company Built4Us. The mission
of Built4Us is to aid youth in creative
expression of personal narratives to process
trauma, build hope, and create opportunities
for economic development.

obryan.m.e@gmail.com
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BRIAN SPROWAL

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development

Education, Mentoring and Youth Development,
Criminal Justice and Reentry

He is the host of the Boys Write Now
Workshop,
a
collaborative
initiative
supported by the Philadelphia Writing
Project and Village of Champions.
Many of Sam’s mentees have ranked
nationally
for
scholastic
writing
competitions. Volunteers within his writing
workshop include: Wrags Inks’, a Literary
Arts and Card Game Designer, AstroSteez
Pretty Cool Peasant Rap Artist Collective,
and other teaching artists. Reed is also a
member of the Teachers Action Group and
serves on the advisory board for the Alliance
of Young Artists and Writing.

CONTACT

sriii2000@aol.com
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SAMUEL REED, III
Samuel Reed, who has served as a middle
school teacher and activist for 16 years,
believes that art and education transform
communities.

INSPIRE

Lt. Brian Sprowal, a police officer who works
to enrich the lives of his community, will use
his 2014 BMe award to support the initiatives
of the Inside Out Prison Exchange Program’s
efforts to increase opportunities for men and
women, inside and outside of prison.
Brian is committed to connecting exoffenders with educational and job readiness
opportunities that will prepare them to be
productive and prosperous citizens.

brianhsprowal@aol.com
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HOWARD STEVENSON

Health and Wellness, Education, Mentoring
and Youth Development, Criminal Justice and
Reentry
Howard Stevenson, a former semi-pro
soccer player and clinical psychologist, has
taken violence reduction viral.
Howard primes his local network -- which
includes barbers, coaches and pastors
– to provide counsel against violence to
individuals they come in contact with on
their jobs. By using this unique method he
calls “ViRUs” intervention, individuals who
use local service industries are exposed to
important conversations on racial literacy,
family, HIV and AIDs awareness, retaliation
violence risk reduction and trauma healing.
The 2014 BMe leader award winner will
help to continue his work with ViRUs and
grow a community of black male and female
mentors to provide leadership within their
local communities.

CONTACT

howards@gse.upenn.edu
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ISAIAH THOMAS
Health and Wellness, Mentoring and Youth
Development
Isaiah Thomas courts young people’s dreams
through his summer basketball league.
Isaiah Thomas is the founder of Hoop
Dreams Summer League in Philadelphia.
The basketball league offers resources,
activities, and a free basketball/mentorship
camp to young people each summer. Thomas
has operated the league and the camp for
years as a labor of love and applied to be
a BMe Leader several times before his
perseverance paid off this year.
The 2014 BMe Leader will use his funds to
make use of otherwise vacant outdoor space
to promote unity, civic engagement and nonviolence through his summer programs.

CONTACT

izt102@gmail.com
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2014 BMe BROTHERS WHO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Hundreds of everyday extraordinary brothers apply to become BMe
Leaders each year but we can only select 10 per city. That’s why we
want to acknowledge the brothers below who are also deserving
of our thanks for what they do in unsung ways to make Baltimore,
Detroit, and Philadelphia better places to live for all the cities’
residents.
BALTIMORE
Kenneth Abrams
Gregory Adams
Marcus Asante
Harold Bailey
Jeffrey Banks
Tyrone Barnwell
Deshawn Batson
Ray Baylor
Taavon Bazemore
Ron Beazer
Antoine Bennett
Vance M. Benton
Van Brooks

Lawrence Brown
Larry Poncho Brown
Heber Brown, III
Darren Brownlee
Michael Burke
Kristerfer Burnett
Claveron Burston
Gregory Butler
Catalina Byrd
Algernon Campbell
Carlmichael Cannady
Keion Carpenter
Ulysses Cofield
Marshall Eddie Conway
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Kelly Cross
Zanes Cypress, III
Ahesahmahk Dahn
Alfonso Delaney, III
Steve Delice
Kevin Dobbins
Delali Dzirasa
Kweisi Ehoize
Abdalla Ademola Ekulona
Marcus Elmore
Christopher Ervin
David Fakunle
Adam Ford
Keenen Geter
Hassan Giordano
Michael Grafton
Javon Graham
Torbin Green
Bill Grimmette
Carl G. Grubbs
Derwin Hannah
David Harris
Rashad Hawkins
Cedric Hearn
Lenneal Henderson
Dante Hilton
Rashad Holloway

Bobby Holmes
Gregory Huff
Garey Hyatt
Eric Jamison, II
Rodrick Johndon
Mark Johnson
Ellsworth Johnson-Bey
Michael Jones
Derrick Jones
William Joyner
Corinthian Kelly
DaQuan Lawrence
Paul Manning
Marcel Martin
Tavon Mason
Herb Massie
Mark Matthews
Anthony McCarthy
James McCray
Marvin McDowell
Michael Middleton
David Miller
David Mitchell
Denzel Mitchell
Ralph Moore
Anthony Morgan, Jr.
Kenneth Morrison
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Adrian Muldrow
Deverick Murray
Brian Murray
Davon Newton
Maurice Nick
Garry O’Neal
Jack Pannell
Anthony Pena
Gianni Perez
Carl Pierce, Sr.
Anthony Pressley
Anthony Pressley
Harry Preston
Leon Purnell
Selwyn Ray
Matthew Rice
Joseph Richardson
Christopher Rogers
Perry Savoy
Michael Scott
John Sezikeye
Jonathan Shepherd
LaMarr Shields
Kevin Shird
Juno Simmons
Dwayne Simmons
David Skinner

Bryant Smith
Donald Smith
Ali Smith
Joshua Smith
Will Smith
Gary Stanford, Jr.
Sean Stinnett
Tavon Thomas
William Thomas
Kendrick Tilghman
Steven Turner
Khalil Uqdah
Nyah Vanterpool
Michael Wainwright
Emery Whitlow
Howard Wicker
Steven Williams
James Winslow
Jamye Wooten
Dion Wright
Ian Yearwood
DETROIT
Mobolaji Afariogun
John Ambrose
Bryce Anderson-Small
Jonathan Barlow
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Dwayne Barnes
Charles Bell
Alonzo Bell
Dwight Blakey
Frankie Brooks
Reginald Brown
James Brown
Edward Burney
LaKente Carter
Clifford Cheeks
Terrance Collier
Desmond Crenshaw
Charles Cross
Kevin Davis
Edward Dean
Rashid Faisal
Willie Ginyard
Sean Ginyard
Chauncy Glover
Kyles Hamilton, Sr.
Roger Harper
Adam Harris
Marquis Herring
Maje-Lloyd Hogan, Sr.
Damion Jackson
Keir Jackson
Antoine Jackson

Harold Jackson
Timothy Jackson
Eric Jackson
Dr. Richard T. James, Jr.
David Johnson
Wyatt Jones
Joshua Kennedy
Shawn Lee
Edmund Lewis
Ryan Mack
Raymond McCants, III
Alonza McKenzie
Emmet Mitchell
Jerrell Mitchell
Lee Oliphant
James (Randy) Parker
Lorenzo Parker
Jonathan Parks
Kinnus Paul
Guan Perry
Quintin Rogers
Fred Saffold
Kadiri Sennefer Ra
Hakim Shahid
Stephen Shepherd
Daniel Simmons
Carlton Stanton
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Robert Thomas
Sicari Ware
Tarence Wheeler
Malik Yakini
Andwele Yakini

Terry Pittman
Eugene Pough
Stephen Powell
Jonathan Reid
Joshua Rivers
Richard Roberts
Christopher Rogers
Derek Rouse
Raymond Roy-Pace
Akeiff Staples
Darin Toliver
Gregory Walker
Christian Weatherbe
Jeremiah White
Duane Wilkins
Devin Wills
Troy Wilson
Raphael Xavier

PHILADELPHIA
Muhammad Abdus-Shakur
Anthony Bell
Travien Bryson
Otis L. Bullock, Jr., Esq.
Evon Burton
Jeremy Burton
Malcolm Byrd
Anthony Copeman
Joseph Douglas
Raymond Gant
Garron Gibbs
Tyrique Glasgow
Michael King
Derrick Long
Jamal Mack
Christopher McFadden
Garry Mills
Sylvester Mobley
Anthony Murphy
Brandon Pembleton
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Find out more at

BMECOMMUNITY.ORG
#bmecommunity | @bmecommunity

TEXT BROTHER TO 96000 TO JOIN!
BMe is brought to you by initial investments of the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation, Open Society Foundation, and the
ongoing contributions of individual donors, businesses and a core
of outstanding individuals who champion better messages for our
cities, our children, and our future prosperity.
To learn more about becoming a core supporter email
The100@BMeCommunity.org
or go to
http://bmecommunity.nationbuilder.com/donate

